R eaders of Shakespeare Quarterly will doubtless be familiar with the proliferating number of essay collections devoted to the Bard' s afterlife onstage and off. Cambridge University Press, already well known for its contributions to scholarship on the history of "appropriated" Shakespeare, has now released two new titles, one on Shakespeare in the eighteenth century and the other on the nineteenth century. 1 The format, structuring principles, subject matter, and rhetorical justification for these sorts of volumes have become, along with their increasing visibility, increasingly predictable; and the two volumes under review are no exception.
Each volume comprises a large number of single-authored essays, each about twenty pages long. Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century, edited by Fiona Ritchie and Peter Sabor, includes sixteen essays, apart from an introduction and reference guide, while Gail Marshall' s Shakespeare in the Nineteenth Century takes the prize with seventeen essays, along with an introduction and two refer-into the late Romantic period, and the "nineteenth century" volume more or less restricting itself to that regally defined temporal category, "Victorian." And yet the insistence upon books that define themselves chronologically only reinforces the misplaced assumption that "Georgian" and "Victorian" Shakespeare constitute phenomena that exist compartmentally and not on a continuum.
Both edited volumes possess the advantages and disadvantages that come with their chosen format. The advantages are well known: brisk, competent, and reasonably short (that is, can be easily read in one sitting) surveys of discrete topics in Shakespeare reception history, often written by a leading figure in the field and usually conversant with the latest scholarship. The disadvantages are equally well known: depth is sacrificed for breadth; chronology is not questioned as the main organizing principle; imbalances in coverage, such that all topics, whether broad (such as stage history) or narrow (such as literary allusions) are allocated the same number of words; insufficient cross-references; introductions that are summative rather than discursive; and weak editorial control. To cite one example of gross imbalance: does it really make sense to devote the same number of words to an essay on the publication of The Double Falsehood and Vortigern as to an essay on the history of Shakespeare in performance in the entire Restoration and Georgian periods? Of course not.
On the matter of editorial weakness. Ritchie and Sabor and Marshall have set themselves an unenviable task, for they must commission seventeen or so different contributors and keep all of them to schedule. Understandably, these volumes are not so much edited as collated, with neither introduction moving beyond summaries of chapters that are themselves mainly summaries, and neither volume much departing from conventional practice in deciding what' s in and what' s out. This is not meant as a criticism of the editors, sound scholars in their own right, who approach their responsibilities with enthusiasm and knowledge. It is, however, a recognition that such volumes are destined to be disappointing from a holistic perspective simply because there are too many moving parts and too many people operating them.
It would be tedious for this review to provide a thumbnail appraisal of thirtyfour chapters, three reference guides, and two introductions. A general response will suffice. Unsurprisingly for volumes with more than a dozen contributors each, the quality of the essays varies. Most are sound and competent overviews of their allocated topics, and can be profitably read and safely relied upon. A few are outstanding. Tiffany Stern, for example, is simply incapable of being derivative in anything she writes. Her chapter "Shakespeare in Drama" for the eighteenth-century volume, which encompasses both performance and adaptation, wisely organizes its materials not around mini-case studies (the usual approach) but around an issue, "the tension between the homage routinely paid to Shakespeare by dramatists and performers and their ignorance of his actual works" (141). She then elaborates the theme with her customary insightful reading of primary materials. Similarly, Shearer West, a leading authority on Shakespeare and eighteenthcentury visual culture, displays her abundant knowledge and critical acumen. Few readers will fail to profit from what these two experts have to say. Likewise, everyone should welcome the extensive reference guides that provide detailed bibliographies and performance calendars. Janice Norwood' s seemingly night-by-night list of Victorian performances of Shakespeare is invaluable. (Note to Cambridge University Press: the performance calendar needs to be digitized, so that quick searches and comparisons can be done.)
Inevitably, a few contributions disappoint. Russell Jackson' s chapter in the nineteenth-century volume, "Shakespeare in London," is written with his customary charm and powers of synthesis, but it could have been written twenty years ago, so little cognizance does it take of the abundant scholarship on Shakespeare in the Victorian theater has been produced over the past two decades. The result is an interpretation needlessly flat: "It remains convenient," Jackson explains, "to summarize Shakespearean production in nineteenth-century London in quasi-Victorian terms of progress through an interrupted succession of prominent managements," running from John Philip Kemble' s to Herbert Beerbohm Tree' s (154). David Francis Taylor' s "Shakespeare and Drama" from the nineteenth-century volume comes right up against the edge of plagiarism, for he cheerfully paraphrases the highly specific insights and arguments of other scholars without always giving them due credit. Fortunately, I could find just one terrific clunker. Julie Sanders' s "Shakespeare and Music," also from the nineteenth-century volume, includes a half-page-long endnote describing performances of Shakespeare in Victorian music halls, even though such performances never took place (200-201n1) .
2 One must ask: how did that mistake get by the editor?
On balance, scholars will find much that is familiar and little that is new in the chapters closest to their own areas of expertise, whether editorial practice, criticism, performance, visual arts, or what Terence Hawkes has memorably termed "Bardbiz."
3 That is to be expected, for experts are not the intended readers of such chapters (indeed, their expertise qualifies them to be possible authors of such chapters). The lack of sustained originality in these and similar volumes must be considered not a defect, but a necessary attribute, precisely because each chapter is addressed to someone who is not occupying the frontiers of knowledge on, say, Verdi' s Otello (1887) or Christoph Martin Wieland' s translation into German of twenty-two plays by Shakespeare (1762-66) . Essentially reference works, these volumes must be judged not by the standard of advancing scholarship (although that may well occur in isolated instances) but rather by the standard of how well they disseminate current research and opinion in the field. On that measure, they succeed fairly well.
But who exactly is the audience for these reference texts? Over the years, Cambridge University Press has advertised and promoted its various Shakespeare "companions" and similar volumes like the ones under review as being targeted toward the advanced undergraduate student: someone who has taken a Shakespeare survey course and is now pursuing (in seminar, tutorial, or honors thesis) a more specialist avenue of inquiry. I know from my own experience that contributors are instructed to write their essays with that sort of neophyte reader in mind. The result, invariably, is a medium-length (about seven thousand words) treatment of a topic in accessible prose with minimal theoretical overlay, full of efficient case studies, and unencumbered by lengthy discursive notes. Such chapters, so the reasoning goes, are not as forbidding (or as jargon laden) as monographs, not as narrowly defined as journal articles, but more substantial than encyclopedia or Wikipedia entries. In short, they are perfect for the junior or senior writing a term paper.
Does it work that way in practice? I don't think so. While readers of this journal will certainly have their own views, my experience is that undergraduates are not particularly attracted to these volumes, especially the more historically inflected ones. Perhaps it is a depressing commentary on the entire humanities curriculum, but even the articulate and accessible chapters on Shakespeare' s reception in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, as represented in the volumes under review, require a baseline knowledge that many undergraduates simply do not possess. If you have never encountered the Pre-Raphaelites, Edmond Malone, or David Garrick, you will find it difficult to understand from these volumes alone how they understood Shakespeare, let alone how their understandings differ from our own and why. More and more, I have come to believe that works like Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century and Shakespeare in the Nineteenth Century are best utilized not by the mythic advanced undergraduate moving from a generic survey course to more specialized study but rather by working scholars in the field-that includes doctoral students-who are moving beyond their immediate area of expertise to a cognate topic.
For example, a scholar proficient in the history of Shakespeare on the stage in England but not knowing very much about American theater history would benefit greatly from reading Virginia Mason Vaughan' s essay "Shakespeare in America' s Gilded Age," a superb explication of how "Shakespeare had become [by the 1880s] . . . a source of American cultural capital, and knowledge of his plays a mark of gentility" (Shakespeare in the Nineteenth Century, 332). As coeditor (with her husband, Alden T. Vaughan) of the 2007 Shakespeare in American Life, Vaughan is perfectly placed to make an entire field accessible to scholars working in adjacent fields. That her essay ranges from theatrical figures like the producer Augustin Daly and the actor Edwin Booth to the scholar and collector Horace Howard Furness only enhances its value, showing once again that these chapters succeed best when they escort already-proficient readers across terrain that is not totally foreign, but not home turf either.
The idea that contributors should focus their attention more on scholarly neighbors, so to speak, carries implications for how the chapters ought to be written. For starters, they would no longer have to occupy the confining middle range in length-to compress the history of eighteenth-century Shakespeare editions into eighteen pages can hardly be an agreeable responsibility-because most scholars can handle a longer essay and might actually welcome it. Indeed, the corner has already been turned on longer, more reflective, and more creative essays in the history of Shakespeare' s afterlife. The Arden multivolume series Great Shakespeareans, under the general editorship of Adrian Poole and Peter Holland, features only four essays per volume, each about twenty thousand words long, the equivalent of three chapters in the works under review. (Disclosure: I am one of the volume editors for Great Shakespeareans.) The opportunity to write at greater length allows contributors not merely to do justice to their topic, but to roam, be intellectually adventurous, push at accepted orthodoxies, and make connections with other fields of research precisely because the burden of condensing and abbreviating has been lifted.
Similarly Power (1975) continue to bear witness to the truth that the length of a work and its importance do not always correlate. When it comes to creating scholarship whose main purpose is to stage an encounter between a proficient but not totally expert reader and somewhat unfamiliar material, less can be more.
One of the contributors to Shakespeare in the Nineteenth Century is the distinguished historian of visual culture Stuart Sillars, best known for his impressive monographs The Illustrated Shakespeare, 1709 Shakespeare, -1875 Shakespeare, (2008 and Painting Shakespeare: The Artist as Critic, 1720 Critic, -1820 Critic, (2006 . Once again situating his research at the crossroads of literature and the visual arts-although now more explicitly including theatrical performance-Sillars has written a comprehensive study of how the Victorians engaged with representations of time in their visual encounters with Shakespeare. Functionally titled Shakespeare, Time and the Victorians, this monograph boldly encompasses stage designs, photography, theatrical memorabilia, academic painting, newspaper and magazine illustrations, and illustrated editions of the plays.
Exceptionally, and much to the author' s and publisher' s credit, this handsomely produced volume boasts 70 color plates and 120 illustrations. But perhaps most of the credit should go to the University of Bergen, where Sillars is on the English faculty, which provided a grant toward the costs of the illustrations. Some are familiar-such as John Singer Sargent' s 1889 portrait of Ellen Terry as Lady Macbeth or William Holman Hunt' s 1853 painting of Claudio and Isabella from Measure for Measure-but many more are largely unfamiliar, such as the drawings made for the little-studied eight-volume Henry Irving Shakespeare (1888-90). Simply as an enticing visual repository of the nineteenth century' s fascination with depicting Shakespearean scenes and characters in both theatrical and nontheatrical contexts, this monograph will be welcomed by Shakespeareans, theater historians, and art historians alike. In his multidisciplinary alliance of literature, performance, and visual arts, Sillars echoes Martin Meisel' s landmark study Realizations: Narrative, Pictorial, and Theatrical Arts in Nineteenth-Century England (1983) , although his debt to that influential work-in period, subject matter, and method-does not register as strongly as it should. Closer to the interests of this journal' s readers, the author' s close inspection of scene designs for Shakespeare revivals mounted by the famous Victorian actor-managers Charles Kean, Henry Irving, and Herbert BeerbohmTree invites comparison with Dennis Kennedy' s Looking at Shakespeare (1993 Shakespeare ( , 2001 ), a broader work in terms of chronology and cultural purview but one that shares Sillars' s commitment to privileging the visual elements of performance. All these works stand on the venerable shoulders of W. Moelwyn Merchant' s Shakespeare and the Artist (1959) .
As the range of its visual material suggests, Shakespeare, Time and the Victorians is notable for bringing together a large body of materials that are not often studied together, and certainly not in such detail, at times to the point of fatiguing excess. What, a reader might ask, can possibly unite materials as disparate as the souvenir paper rosette made for Kean' s 1857 production of Richard II at the Princess' s Theatre in London, the captioned portraits of Shakespeare characters that comprise The Mind of Shakespeare (1867), and a jaunty photograph taken in 1900 of Lillie Langtry as Rosalind? To say that they all derive from Shakespearean drama hardly helps matters, because (as works like Shakespeare in the Nineteenth Century make abundantly clear) Shakespeare can be found in almost every cultural and artistic formation of the period. Looking through these materials, and, in a sense, venturing beyond their connection to Shakespeare, Sillars identifies a more subtle quality. These works and many others, he maintains, enact the Victorians' never-ending obsession with time, as both concept and experience: time represented on stage, time spent by an audience in the theater, time in memory prompted by souvenirs, time spent reading illustrated versions of the plays, and fragmented time instantiated by images (portraits of actors, characters, or actors as characters) extracted from the drama or the performance as a whole. "In an age to which the visual was central," Sillars explains, "configurations of [Shakespeare' s] plays in visual form ally with the age' s temporal concerns to develop innovative exploitations of time as idea and as measurable quality" (4) .
As a core theme, "time" is appealing-a clever meta-twist on standard chronological histories. But time is also, as we say, fugitive. On the one hand, the inherent risk of such a work is that it becomes too abstract-too challenging to integrate such different modes of temporality. On the other hand, since time is an inescapable dimension of experience, there is the risk of overgeneralization: can it really be the case that "time" is the key to unlock the meaning of all visual encounters with Shakespeare in Victorian Britain? And why, for that matter, just the Victorians (or why just the British), given that when everybody looks at Shakespeare, they are doing it in time? Still, an author must draw the line somewhere, and Sillars focuses on nineteenth-century Britain because, he explains, an anxiety over the passage of time-for example, as expressed in the poetry of Lord Tennyson and Matthew Arnold-reached its peak of cultural and artistic obsession then and there.
It' s a courageous enterprise, to examine "the complicated interweavings of time and its perceived experience through aesthetic structures" (32)-although one for which the author is consummately well prepared, having pretty much cornered the market on Shakespeare and the visual arts. Wisely, he begins his delicate task on sturdy soil, acknowledging that the temporality created by Shakespeare images in the nineteenth century contributed to that period' s fascination with the "construction of history" (5) . The first chapter lays the conceptual groundwork, linking time to the Victorian theater' s well-known commitment to antiquarianism, expressed through historically correct scenery, costumes, and properties. This linkage provides some material substance to a potentially slippery topic like theatrical and aesthetic time, although this necessary link becomes weaker as the book progresses and its treatment of materials becomes increasingly formalist and less socially inflected.
As a prelude to an extended discussion of Charles Kean' s Shakespearean revivals produced in the 1850s, which forms the mainstay of his book, Sillars devotes two chapters to three related aspects of visualizing Shakespeare that occurred in the first half of the century: innovations in historically correct stage costumes, illustrated editions of the plays, and Pre-Raphaelite paintings. In these preliminary discussions, the author sets out themes and topics that animate the succeeding chapters-use of archaeologically accurate mise-en-scène to create the audience' s feeling as if they were genuinely revisiting the past; the power of illustrated editions to both freeze and animate the play; and the use by painters of naturalistic representation, symbolic narrative, and suspended temporality to depict not a specific moment from a Shakespeare play (let alone a particular performance) but rather a meditative abstraction of the play as a whole-or as Sillars puts it, "a contemplation outside the play' s movement rather than a moment frozen within it" (97).
In this regard, Sillars' s reading of images for Macbeth and Julius Caesar from the edition of the plays by Barry Cornwell (the pseudonym of Bryan Proctor), published between 1838 and 1843, is exemplary. Complex interpenetrations of word and image-a textual column becomes the rostrum supporting a drawing of Mark Antony delivering the funeral oration-hurl readers into the action, rousing in them an emotional force and immediacy typically found only at the theater. Likewise, Sillars' s analysis of William Holman Hunt' s familiar painting Valentine Rescuing Silvia from Proteus (1851) effectively demonstrates how the picture, despite its attention to historical detail, actually operates in a realm beyond history as a "moment for moral contemplation" (88) that takes place outside time. Equally persuasive, although less inspiring, is the initially brief discussion of stage costume, in which antiquarian research supplied material for nineteenth-century theater designers like James Robinson Planché as they sought to ally the popular theater with the growing taste and professional respectability of historical research.
In subsequent chapters, Sillars revisits the same general areas of inquiry: stage design, illustrated editions of the plays, paintings, and photographs. More importantly, however, these chapters demonstrate the method that the author employs throughout, one that (like any method) both illuminates and obscures. As with his earlier efforts, Sillars' s focus remains predominantly aesthetic, and he is unquestionably a master of the form. Throughout, he attends carefully to the specifics of design, publicity, and circulation of a variety of Shakespearean images and constructs patterns of reception that the images themselves instigate. In so doing, he displays an enviable command of Victorian visual culture, down to the circulation figures for the popular Illustrated London News. Few scholars can match Sillars for his close readings of how images disclose themselves to viewers. I especially liked his description of the prolonged ritualistic use of theatrical memorabilia, comparing the souvenir rosette for Kean' s Richard II to a rosary. Every reader stands to profit from the author' s exemplary understanding of how images work in themselves and how they work upon those who look at them.
But at the same time, a single-mindedly formalist approach risks endowing the book' s many images with an agency of their own, independent of who is (or was) actually looking at them, when and where, under what circumstances, and for what purpose. The literary analogy here is with New Criticism, and indeed much of Sillars' s attention is directed toward the internal operation of images as closed entities unto themselves. This inward focus more or less absolves the author of the responsibility of referring to actual people' s actual engagement with these images, let alone confronting the possibility that his presumed original reception of these images did not correspond to what people in the nineteenth century believed they were seeing.
This strange refusal to make the link between image and specific, historicized onlooker cuts short the analytical enterprise just when it becomes interesting. With respect to the theater, it marks a sort of unwitting return to traditional performance reconstruction that painstakingly recreated the mechanical details of a performance, but ended up missing its meaning, so sociologically blinkered was its field of vision. It is telling that Sillars only intermittently engages with acting, and almost never with the audience, except for assuming its willing immersion within lively historical spectacle. Similarly, with respect to paintings and illustrations, people' s actual responses to them are neglected in favor of autonomous and self-contained readings of individual images. The author provides many illuminating observations in every chapter, but they remain locked inside a closed circuit of images that circulate in multiple formats ("transmediated," to use his preferred term [122, passim] ) but never land anywhere.
Bringing in evidence of those who actually looked at these images-and trying to understand not just how they saw, but what they saw-would help to pick the lock. For example, the author' s instance that the use of diagonal flats democratized theatrical space (by eliminating one point perspective, which privileges a single spectator) would be more convincing if it reckoned with the fact that a Victorian audience was highly regulated by the architecture of theater itself, so that spectators in the pit, boxes, and gallery did not risk encountering anyone from outside their own social or economic milieu. Since the most coveted seat was the private box adjacent to the proscenium arch, elite spectators in the Victorian theater sat in the worst place to appreciate perspectival scenery, but in perhaps the best place to appreciate strongly diagonal scenery.
The author claims that "the voice of the reader and audience member is too often silent, obscured by the clamor of those who speak for a living," but his solution is not to give voice to the voiceless but to speak for them through his own speculations: mini-accounts of two "fictional, but not implausible, individuals" (300). As a heuristic device, such a cogent and detail-speculative reception history might have been a useful way to begin the book; but as a way to end it, it is unsatisfying. The question "why does this material matter?" is barely asked. Why were the Victorians obsessed with the representation and experience of time? What in Shakespeare plays, whether in performance, print, or illustration, intersected with that obsession? What cultural work did these diverse images accomplish beyond the experience and the moment of their own reception? And for posterity, why does this visual record matter? Such fundamental questions barely surface in a book that, however magisterial in presentation, nonetheless remains analytically unambitious. The author' s self-enclosure results in an almost willful refusal to engage productively with existing research, much of it directly related to the period and personalities under consideration. In consequence, this three-hundred-page illustrated book on Victorian Shakespeare feels isolated and incomplete. The same aesthetic decontextualizing that characterizes the author' s reading of hundreds of images is repeated at a metacritical level in his hesitation to engage with existing scholarship. The result is a book that ends up elaborating and confirming existing scholarship rather than advancing it. 4 Sillars has composed a lengthy monologue, which is in many ways admirable, richly detailed, and lastingly valuable. But he has not substantially contributed to a dialogue that has been in progress for some time. The single most important artist discussed in this book is the Victorian actor-manager Charles Kean, who staged lavish historically correct revivals of Shakespeare at the Princess' s Theatre in London in the 1850s. And yet Sillars barely glances at the one monograph written on Kean' s productions of Shakespeare, which does indeed treat the same performances and the same visual records and with the same attention to the themes of historical consciousness and nationalism. 5 His work is generally correct and persuasive, but it has been anticipated by the very scholars that he has "tried hard not to duplicate" (34).
SHAKESPEARE QUARTERLY
If the author had not held himself at arm' s length from the abundance of scholarship on Victorian Shakespeare published in the last fifteen years, this would have been a much better book. To cite just one example: in 2007, Stephen Cockett published an article on the music in Kean' s 1859 revival of Henry V, a production that greatly interests Sillars. 6 Music, needless to say, is highly relevant to any study of performance temporality. Given Sillars' s interest in the tension between time represented on stage and the actual time of the audience, music is essential, because it straddles both those temporal dimensions, being at once inside and outside the performance. But none of this material is drawn upon. Had Sillars ventured more deeply into research on Kean, he would have quickly discovered the actor-manager' s hugely popular production of Dion Boucicault' s melodrama The Corsican Brothers (1852), a play that features telepathic twins, the successive depiction of simultaneous action, and scenery that, before the audience' s eyes, shifts backward and forward in timeall of which is directly relevant to Sillars' s inquiry and could only enhance his observations. But again, none of that material finds its way into the book.
But while much could have been done if more penetrating questions had been asked and more engagement with scholarship brought to bear upon the material, there is much to admire in this work. It is no exaggeration to say that Shakespeare, Time and the Victorians is precisely the sort of wide-ranging, ambitious, and inherently attractive undertaking that cries out for collaboration among humanities scholars. If the problem with the other volumes under review in this essay is that too many people wrote them, then the problem with this monograph is that too few people wrote it. As a guide to Shakespeare and the visual arts, Sillars has few rivals. But the important task he has set for himselfand we must be glad that he has-goes beyond his immediate areas of expertise and requires different scholarly methods and different questions to be asked. This is a situation that all of us might recognize in our research: that when it becomes truly creative, it creates a space and a need for others to be involved. The time has come for interdisciplinary books to be written jointly by scholars from the various disciplines represented within it, a mode of scholarly labor that could exercise a multiplier effect over the finished production that in the best instances, will amount to more than the sum of its parts. Sometimes, more is more.
